
AMCO RENEWAL: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE ACTION
											
BACKGROUND

In November, 2006, a meeting of AMCO members, facilitated by Tom Rayner, did some brain-storming on the status and the future of our association.  Numerous areas of interest and concern were raised and a summary report prepared. A Forum for Renewal Committee was assembled to do some sorting of priorities and its report was sent to the AMCO Board for consideration at their meeting in May, 2007. The report included the following suggestions:

INITIAL SUGGESTIONS OF THE RENEWAL COMMITTEE  

·	Develop guidelines and menus of best practices* for future Ontario Sings to foster innovation.
·	Seek grants and corporate sponsorships and identify target applications.
·	Initiate a bidding process for Sings and offer them in alternate years.

The AMCO Board then asked the committee to reconvene and try to bring some focus and some detail with respect to the above four suggestions.  Upon further reflection and with input from Chor Leoni experiences gleaned from their workshop held in Kitchener in August, 2007, a new verbal report was presented at the AMCO Board meeting of September 15, 2007.  The following both summarizes and expands on this report.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO AMCO EXECUTIVE 

1]  The central mission of fostering male choral singing is to be reaffirmed and given renewed impetus.  Henceforth, all activities of the Association will be tested against this priority. 

2]  To reflect the above in action, AMCO will make a concerted effort to reach out to young male singers, particularly of high school age in order that they become increasingly involved in our activities in workshops, Sings etc.

3]  AMCO choruses will be encouraged to look at their own levels of performance, styles of presentation, dress and repertoire and to test them against the interests of prospective young chorus members.

4]  AMCO will strive to be a dynamic learning organization** with continuous documentation of best practices  becoming a feature of communications among and between our member choruses.

5]   AMCO should seek ways to nurture and enrich fellowship among the choruses

*    Best practices are approaches and/or activities which give desirable results.
**  A learning organization actively builds on what it does best to achieve stated goals.
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